Spring 2022
UNDERGRADUATE FORUM
Friday May 27th, 2022 at 7:00 pm
Conrad Prebys Music Center, Concert Hall

Special thanks to Department of Music Chair Dr. Anthony Burr, Jessica C. Flores, Sherry An, Julia Yu, and Amelia Mardesich for your help and support!

Lydia .......................................................... Gabriel Fauré

Julia Yu, Soprano and Terry Feng, Piano

Corner of the Sky .............................................. from Pippin by Steven Schwartz

Ryan Rickey, Voice

Fika .......................................................... Kaira Hammerstrøm

Kaira Hammerstrøm- Clarinet, Aditya Visvanath- Trumpet, Peyton Graves-
Vibraphone

Coins .......................................................... Charles Schultz

Trevor Newman, Percussion

I Believe ..........................................................from Book of Mormon
by Trey Parker, Robert Lopez, and Matt Stone

Ryan Rickey, Voice

Skål til Brukket ................................................. Kaira Hammerstrøm

Julia Yu, Soprano

Waving Through A Window...............................from Dear Evan Hansen
by Benj Pasek and Justin Paul
Ryan Rickey, Voice

............................ Hailey Myers
Joaquin Quintero– Flute 1, Joslin Wang– Flute 2

Contact us for information on upcoming concerts: Music Box Office: (858) 534-3448 | music.ucsd.edu/concerts

Watch upcoming livestreams: music.ucsd.edu/live

This performance will be live streamed, with audio and video documentation for archival purposes, only. Audience members are reminded to please silence all phones and noise generating devices before the performance. As a matter of courtesy and copyright law, no unauthorized recording or photographing is allowed in the hall. UC San Diego is a non-smoking campus.
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